
Quick guide for XSC 

network cameras 

connection



Compatibility



SAFIRE



Connection with Safire NVR
1- Power the recorder and click on "Camera" to go to the configuration menu.



2- Once inside the IP cameras configuration menu, we connect the camera to the net and

click on the "Refresh" button to update the list of devices that the recorder is able to

detect in the network.

Connection with Safire NVR



3- Check that once the camera is connected, it appears in the list of available cameras to 

add.

Connection with Safire NVR



4- Once the camera appears, it will show an IP address by default. If we click again on 

"Refresh", the NVR will update the IP address of the camera, allocating one in the same 

range as the recorder.

Connection with Safire NVR



5- Next, we will click on the settings of one of the NVR channels.

You must select the manual mode to add the camera because the camera is connected to our 

local network and not directly to the POE port of the recorder.

Connection with Safire NVR



Inside this configuration we can see the IP address that

the recorder has assigned to the camera (as shown in step

4). We will introduce the default credentials of the camera

(if they’ve not been changed previously through

WebServer) and we will click on OK .

Note 1: It is advisable to change the password for

greater security.

Note 2: The credentials insertion is a mandatory step, therefore

they should be known by users. This is thought in order to

provide total safety to customers.

6 - Finally, we can check that the status of the

camera. If the process has been executed

correctly, the stream is regularly shown on screen.

Connection with Safire NVR



HIWATCH



Connection with Hiwatch NVR
1- Power the recorder and click on "Camera" to go to its configuration.



2- Once inside the IP cameras configuration menu, we connect the camera to the net and

click on the "Refresh" button to update the list of devices that the recorder is able to

detect in the network.

Connection with Hiwatch NVR



3- Check that once the camera is connected, it appears in the list of available cameras to 

add.

Connection with Hiwatch NVR



4- Once the camera appears in such menu, it will have an IP address by default. If we click 

again on "Refresh", the NVR will update the IP address of the camera, putting it in the same 

range as the recorder.

Connection with Hiwatch NVR



5- Next, we will click on the settings of one of the NVR channels.

You must select the manual mode to add the camera because the camera is connected to our 

local network and not directly to the POE port of the recorder.

Connection with Hiwatch NVR



Connection with Hiwatch NVR
Inside this configuration we can see the IP address that

the recorder has assigned to the camera (as shown in step

4). We will introduce the default credentials of the camera

(if they’ve not been changed previously through

WebServer) and we will click on OK .

Note 1: It is advisable to change the password for

greater security.

Note 2: The credentials insertion is a mandatory step, therefore

they should be known by users. This is thought in order to

provide total safety to customers.

6 - Finally, we can check that the status of the

camera. If the process has been executed

correctly, the stream is regularly shown on screen.



X-SECURITY



1- Power the recorder and click on "Camera Registration" to go to the configuration.

Connection with X-Security NVR



2- Inside the configuration of adding IP cameras we connect the camera and click on the "Device 

Search" button update the devices detected within our network.

Connection with X-Security NVR



3- Check that once the camera is connected, it appears in the list of available cameras to 

add.

Connection with X-Security NVR



4- Once it appears, the camera will have a default IP address. If we click again on "Device

Search", the NVR will update the IP address of the camera, placing it within the same range

as the recorder.

Connection with X-Security NVR



5- If the password established by default to add cameras coincides with the password of the

camera itself, we double click on the result of the device search and automatically go to live

view.

This icon will show us the status of the camera. It lets us easily detect any possible problem.

Connection with X-Security NVR



6- In the event that the password of the camera does not match the one established

by default in the recorder, it needs to be updated through the settings of the channel

itself by clicking on "Modify".

Note 1: It is advisable to change the password of the camera for a higher safety level.

7 - In case of need to carry out the previous step, we can see in "Status" the state 

in which the camera is at a specific moment

Connection with X-Security NVR



UNIVIEW



1- Power the recorder, enter the main menu and then click on "Camera”.

Connection with Uniview NVR



2- Once inside the configuration of adding IP cameras we connect the camera and click on the 

"Refresh" button to update the list of IP cameras in our network.

Connection with Uniview NVR



3- Check that, once the camera is connected to the net, it appears in the list of available 

cameras to add.

Connection with Uniview NVR



4- Once the camera appears, it will show an IP address by default, if we click again on

"Refresh", the NVR will update the IP address of the camera, putting one in the same range

as the recorder.

Connection with Uniview NVR



5- Next, we will press on the settings of one of the channels of the NVR.

Connection with Uniview NVR

Inside this configuration we can see the IP address that

the recorder has assigned to the camera (as shown in step

4). We will introduce the default credentials of the camera

(if they’ve not been changed previously through

WebServer) and we will click on OK .

Note 1: It is advisable to change the password for

greater security.

Note 2: The credentials insertion is a mandatory step, therefore

they should be known by users. This is thought in order to

provide total safety to customers.



6 - Finally, we can check the status of the camera and if we have executed the process correctly.

Connection with Uniview NVR



Thanks!


